There are some problems in the visualization of 3D model of buildings at present, such as redundant texture data and large memory occupation of loading texture data, which pose challenges to the smooth loading of 3D building visualization. In this paper, we propose a method which using fractal quadtrees to simplify texture data and compress management. Firstly, this method uses the fractal self-similarity and the feature that the same texture has the same fractal dimension to screen all the textures, when the fractal dimension of multiple textures is within the threshold range. Radon transform will be performed on these textures to calculate their standard deviation and further simplify the texture. Secondly, we use fractal texture compression to create a multi-resolution texture data structure with quadtree structure, so that the building 3D model can achieve dynamic visualization of different scales. Finally, the parallel texture mapping of all faces of the 3D model of the building is implemented according to the texture calling rules. Experimental results demonstrate that the texture is managed by the method proposed in this paper, which shortens the loading time of texture and reduces the memory occupation by about 48.92%. Therefore, the method of texture simplification and compression proposed in this paper has a significant effect in the process of building 3D model visualization.
INTRODUCTION
With the increasing demand for 3D scenes, it is important to quickly manage and call fine textures for the establishment of high-quality 3D models. However, the finer the texture, the more the loading process will affect the speed of the program, especially when the number of texture images is very large. The research goal of this paper is to solve the problem of how to quickly manage and call textures and quickly realize the threedimensional visualization of multi-scale urban buildings.
3D building model data is commonly simplified by the method of compression (Salomon, 2000) at present, but the simplified model will lose many feature points of the building (Mao and Ban, 2013) , and the rapid visualization of large-scale buildings cannot be achieved by building simplification alone. At the same time, many researchers have proposed architectural generalization methods (Sester, 2000; Fan and Meng, 2012; Zhao, Zhu ,2012) , which reduce the call data and improve the rendering speed by using multi-detail level (LOD) technology. Most building model generalization methods focus on the geometry of the model, and textures are rarely considered. However, Khan and Okuda (2006) believe that texture data takes up a lot of memory space compared to building geometry data. In the dynamic visualization process of urban 3D models, different perspective distances require different LOD models, so multiple data structures are needed to store textures of different resolution scales. At present, the storage and organization methods of texture data are mainly based on the spatial segmentation method and the object bounding box method to generate an index. The former method generally uses a top-tobottom split to generate a scene segmentation tree, such as a quadtree, a KD tree, etc. (Zhou, D. and Z. Ye, 2010) . These methods are stored in separate textures. Each texture image must first complete the data parsing, find the associated information, and finally read the texture data of the corresponding format. Smith J (1994) proposed a quadtree decomposition method based on wavelet feature. The algorithm uses quadtree decomposition method to extract texture features from the scale hierarchy of each image, and finally extracts uniform texture blocks for Database index. In 2014, Zhou et al. (Zhou, 2004; Zhou and Xiang, 2014) inserted LiDAR raw data into a Grid Digital Surface Model (DSM), using interpolation methods to flexibly add other building attributes such as texture information and wall information. This method can quickly and accurately obtain 3D building data, but it is too expensive to adopt this method for buildings, and the blind images generated by laser scanning need to be integrated with other data sources. Al-Saidi et al. (2016) proposed a new method combining Fractal Dimension (FD) with FIC scheme. This method can classify images according to the texture of the image in the database, and reduce the retrieval time of the query image. Many scholars at home and abroad have done a lot of research on this (Sander, 2001; Zhou, 2005; Xie and Zhou, 2006; Zhou, 2016) . Although some methods (Lempitsky and Ivanov, 2007; Goldlücke , 2014) have been able to create high-reality 3D models, there are still several obvious problems:
(1) After the 3D model texture mapping, it still needs to be updated in real time. If the number of buildings is tens of thousands, the texture reading speed will be slower and the texture mapping time will be longer.
(2) When multiple building texture types and materials have the same part, the storage of texture data will generate redundancy, which increases the space complexity, resulting in reduced computational efficiency.
Therefore, this paper studies the fractal structure and texture of the quadtree organization method, and proposes a fractal quadtree texture management and calling method that can be oriented to complex buildings. This method has a simple process, which can reduce texture and reduce memory consumption, and can quickly manage and call textures, realizing dynamic visualization of 3D models of urban buildings.
FRACTAL QUADTREE TEXTURE DATA MANAGEMENT
Only a small part of the acquired oblique image is the target texture required by the building model, and most of the remaining textures can be called redundant textures. When the corresponding relationship between the point coordinates of building model and the texture coordinates of points is established, the target texture region in an image can be determined. When it comes to complex buildings with large scenes, there will be a large number of types of surfaces with the same material and the same texture data. Therefore, this paper proposes a brand-new term for fractal quadtree, that is, using the self-similarity of fractals and the same texture has the same characteristics of fractal dimension, using fractal dimension as the main and standard deviation as the auxiliary to simplify the texture. Then use the fractal theory to compress the texture and establish a quadtree structure of multi-resolution texture data, which can speed up the indexing and calling speed of the texture in the visualization process of the building 3D model.
Texture Simplification
In the texture management and organization process, to determine whether the two textures are the same, you need to set the classification threshold. Generally speaking, the energy of texture feature set (Smith and Chang, 1994) is selected as the classification threshold. However, in the case that the contrast between the target texture and the texture of other regions is very small, the loss of target texture or misclassification will occur (Yao, 2008) . Since the fractal dimension can describe the roughness of the surface of the object and can be used as an effective parameter to distinguish different types of textures to overcome the shortcomings of traditional image segmentation, this feature can be used to set the difference of image fractal dimension as the texture classification threshold. Keller(1989) has confirmed that different textures may have the same fractal dimension, therefore, only the fractal dimension of the original image is not enough to describe the texture features of the texture image. Therefore, it is necessary to screen the texture with fractal dimension threshold. Then radon transform is conducted on the texture within the threshold range to calculate the standard deviation, further simplifying the texture and reducing the memory occupation. The main process of texture simplification is shown in Figure 1 , where K refers to the fractal dimension threshold and T to the standard deviation threshold.
Texture Filtering Based on Fractal Dimension:
The fractal dimension is used to screen the texture in a large range, and the selected texture has a high similarity, which can speed up the simplification of texture. There are many ways to calculate the fractal dimension of texture image. According to the comparative analysis of several methods in Yao (2008) (1) Where 1 (r, ) P  is the Radon transform corresponding to the texture image 1 f ( , )
x y .The cross-correlation function of 1 (r, ) P  and 2 (r, ) P  is:
Where t is time,  is the angular offset as a function of time, so
, the above formula can be written as:
It can be seen from equation (3) that for any value of t, when =   , the function =   takes the maximum value. In order to reduce the complexity, m t values t i  ( ,1<i m)can be randomly selected. Calculate the  value i  corresponding to ( , t) C  for each t i , and its mean and variance are:
It can be seen from equation (3) that if 1 f ( , )
x y and 2 f ( , )
x y are the same type of texture, the standard deviation  will be small, so the decision rule is:
1 2 1 2 f ( , ) and f ( , ) are the same texture f ( , ) and f ( , ) are different textures
Where T is the standard deviation threshold and can be determined by the accuracy requirement. The texture within the threshold of the fractal dimension is subjected to the Radon transform described above, and the standard deviation is calculated. If the calculation of the textures is within the standard deviation threshold, the textures are merged to further simplify the textures.
Texture Image Compression

Fractal-Based Texture Compression:
After several textures are simplified, the texture images are compressed by using their self-similarity and self-affine properties. In recent years, people have continuously researched and developed various improved fractal image compression coding methods. Among them, the quadtree partitioning method has become one of the most popular segmentation methods due to its advantages of flexible block, high compression ratio and simple algorithm ( Liu, B., 2010) . The basic principle is as follows: let the original texture image correspond to the root of the quadtree, and when the matching error exceeds a predetermined threshold, divide the root of the tree into four sub-nodes. And the process is repeated until any one of the images can find a suitable matching block. The process of texture fractal compression is shown in Figure 2 . For different viewing angles and distances, texture images of different resolutions can be generated from the compressed texture image.
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International Conference on Geomatics in the Big Data Era (ICGBD), 15-17 November 2019, Guilin, Guangxi, China Figure 2 . Flow chart of fractal image compression 2.2.2 Multi-Resolution Texture Call: In order to manage and invoke texture more quickly, this paper adopts quadtree structure to organize texture hierarchy. Therefore, it is necessary to divide texture into layers and blocks according to its resolution size ( Li, 2017) . Then, the block result of each layer of texture is named and stored by coding. For the texture data of the same layer, the position code corresponding to each block is unique. And location coding actually recorded the attribute information of each block texture, using location coding can be established for each block index, so it is convenient to determine on a hierarchical model of a block of the next layer of the same spatial location of four block, making it easy to build a quadtree structure of texture data organization, as shown in Figure 3 . In order to determine the degree of compression of each façade, the distance and the angle of view are considered, mainly based on the distance from the viewpoint to the quadtree node ( Figure  4) to select textures with different degrees of detail. The high resolution texture is selected when the viewpoint is closer to the node position, and the lower resolution texture is selected instead. The evaluation function based on the viewpoint distance is as follows (Wang Zhenwu,2018) :
The line of sight l is the distance between the viewpoint 0 0 0 ( , , )
x y z and the target node in the quadtree, that is, the center point 1 1 1 ( , , ) x y z , and is:
represents the length of the block at the node; C represents a constant that controls the minimum resolution of the overall scene, and is used to adjust the constant threshold of the accuracy of the hierarchical detail model. The larger C , the more block nodes that need to participate in the current scene drawing, and the higher the resolution of the model of the current scene. An error control threshold  is set, and a f value is calculated by the equation (7). If f   , the block node is subdivided, that is, indexed to the child node of the block node until f   .
Figure 4. Perspective distance representation
In the process of texture mapping, this paper proposes a method of batch mapping of multiple identical walls with the same texture, that is, classifying the walls according to the texture attributes of building walls and then performing parallel operations on each surface. As shown in Figure 5 , for example, the texture of the building is divided into a wall texture and a top texture, and it has a total of N texture attributes, including attributes n1, n2, m1, m2 etc. If there are wt1, wt2, wt4... in the wall texture, they have the same attribute n1. The top texture n1, rt1, rt2... have the same attribute m1. Then it uses texture n1 bindings wt1, wt2, wt4..., using texture m1 to bind rt1, rt2.... Then the texture of type n and type m will perform texture mapping at the same time. It takes parallel operation and the program runs once without saving all the texture data in memory in advance, which can reduce the memory consumption and improve the operation efficiency. The International Archives of the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences, Volume XLII-3/W10, 2020 International Conference on Geomatics in the Big Data Era (ICGBD), 15-17 November 2019, Guilin, Guangxi, China
EXPERIMENT AND RESULT ANALYSIS
Research Scope and Data
This paper selects the Denver area of Colorado as a research area, which is the financial, industrial, commercial, and transportation center of the Rocky Mountain region. It includes building types with different structures and uses, such as housing, commerce, social culture and infrastructure. Therefore, the density of buildings in the area is large, the buildings are of different heights, the shapes are different, and the structure is relatively complicated. Verify the broad applicability of the texture management methods presented in this paper. 
Analysis of Experimental Results
When we calculate the fractal dimension of 528 texture images, it takes 181.44s. Since the difference of the fractal dimension of the texture image is found to be within 0-0.0015 in many different experiments, the histogram similarity of the texture image is high, so the experiment sets the fractal dimension threshold K to 0.0015 for texture screening; Then, the selected 345 textures are into the Radon transform, and the standard deviation is calculated, which takes 6.45 s. The number of reduced textures is 181, further using the fractal compression texture, the value block size is set to 4×4, the definition domain block size is set to 8×8, the sliding step size =8  , and the matching parameters s and o are quantized by 5 bit and 7 bit, respectively. Take one of the faces of the building A (size512×512) as an example to perform texture fractal compression and decoding. The decoded image obtained by iterating four times is shown in Figure 8 . The data related to the whole process of texture organization is shown in Table 1 .
In order to show the superiority of the proposed method, the southeast, east and west directions of the A building are selected, Figure 9 . Figure 9 (a), it can be concluded that when the viewpoint position is in the southeast direction farthest from the A building, the lower resolution texture is selected. Many details in the building are not shown, so the generated 3D model is rough. Figure 9(b) shows that when the viewpoint position is in the east direction far from the A building, because the distance is slightly closer than the southeast direction, some details are displayed, such as the air conditioner outside the window and the curtains of the individual windows are clearly clear. It can be seen from Figure 9 (c) that when the viewpoint position is in the west direction closest to the distance A, a higher resolution texture is selected, and substantially all the details are displayed, such as a window frame, a door frame, and various curtains. Obviously, as the line of sight changes, the choice of texture resolution is getting higher and higher, and the generated 3D building model is more realistic and beautiful.
CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a new method to realize the dynamic visualization of different scales of 3D models of buildings by using fractal quadtree for texture reduction and management. The method takes advantage of the fractal self-similarity and the same texture has the same fractal dimension, using fractal dimension as the main and standard deviation as the auxiliary to simplify the texture. Then use fractal compression to generate multi-resolution textures and store the data organization forming the quadtree structure, speeding up the indexing and reading speed of the texture according to different viewing angles. The experimental results show that the proposed method organize the texture before the visualization of the three-dimensional model of the building, which can improve the loading speed of the texture. Moreover, it reduces the occupied memory by about 48.92% without affecting the authenticity of the threedimensional model of the building. And the more abundant the buildings and textures, the more effective the method is.
